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Immortal Romance is a vampire-themed slot game that came out in 2011, at the peak of sci-fi

fantasy films. This slot game centres around four characters; Amber a Witch, Troy the Young

Vampire, Micheal the 800-year-old Vampire and Sarah, the Heroine. All these characters have their

own features and stories, which you can read.

This is a 5 reel, a 3-row slot game with 243 paylines, it is one of the most popular slot games, partly

due to its large range of features and interesting concept and appearance. If you are looking for

an intriguing and different slot game, then this Microgaming slot is a great option! We have

compiled a list of the brands offering the best Immortal Romance Free Spins offers below.

List of Best Immortal Romance Free Spins Offers

�.  888 Casino - Best for Immortal Romance Free Spins

�.  Immortal Wins - Fantastic Immortal Romance Casino

�.  Mr Q - Immortal Romance Free Spins Available

�.  Paddy Power - Great Casino for Free Spins

�.  William Hill - Huge Slot Game Portfolio
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Best Sites Offering Free Spins on Immortal Romance

 888 Casino - Best for Immortal Romance Free Spins

Established over 20 years ago, 888 Casino is a trustworthy and excellent site that players can rely

on. Being a multi-award winning casino means it offers a great range of slots, jackpots, live casino

and more. As well as this, some fantastic bonuses and offers are up for grabs. Free spins are offered

on the popular Immortal Romance Slot for players to enjoy. This is one of the many ways that 888
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Casino shows loyalty to its players, including the more games being played, the more freebies that

are up for grabs. Keep an eye out for any new or changing bonuses at 888 Casino.

 Immortal Wins - Fantastic Immortal Romance Casino

Immortal Wins is a vampire themed site with colours and imagery to match. Operated by the

reliable Jumpman Gaming, the site offers players access to slots, jackpots, table games, bingo and

more! As well as the fantastic range of games, Immortal Wins regularly rewards it ’s players through

bonuses and offers. Being a fan favourite slot, free spins are offered on Immortal Romance which

can be easily claimed and enjoyed by players. It is worth checking the Immortal Wins site regularly

for any new or changing offers.

 Mr Q - Immortal Romance Free Spins Available

Relatively new to the Online Casino world, Mr Q was established in 2018 and are operated by

Lindar Media LTD. As well as their great software and site, Mr Q offers players a wide range of slots,

live casino and bingo games so there is always something for every user. The bonuses and offers

do no disappoint also, with jackpots and welcome bonuses available. Players can receive a

fantastic free spins bonus for Immortal Romance slot; a fan favourite. This bonus is extremely easy

to claim and can be enjoyed instantly.

 Paddy Power - Great Casino for Free Spins

Looking for a site that offers free spins is important for players, therefore Paddy Power is the right

destination for you. Relatively new to the online casino world, Paddy Power was created in 2017 by

SkillOnNet LTD, making it a legit site. The site offers players a vast range of slots, Roulette,

Blackjack and more. As well as the game options, bonuses and offers are regularly updated on the

site to keep players rewarded. Paddy Power offers free spins on the popular slot, Immortal

Romance which is a known fan favourite. These free spins are easy to claim and players can look

forward to using them instantly.

 William Hill - Huge Slot Game Portfolio

William Hill Online Casino is a relatively new site belonging to Intouch Games, providing players

with an enjoyable and safe gambling experience. Being a top casino, William Hill also gives

players a variety of games to choose from and enjoy, including casino games, slots, bingo and

more! A fantastic free spins bonus is also up for grabs, with spins on the famous Immortal

Romance slot. Free spins are not the only offer, welcome bonuses, no deposit offers and casino

bonuses are also available to reward players. Check William Hill site regularly for any new or

changing offers.

 

How to Claim Immortal Romance Free Spins?
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Claiming Immortal Romance free spins is usually a pretty straightforward process, most casinos

offer them as part of welcome bonuses meaning you have to either sign up and register a valid

card or sign up and deposit a certain amount. Which of the two promotions the casino offers is

completely down to their own discretion. No deposit free spins usually will come with wagering

requirements which means that you will have to wager your winnings a certain amount of times

before they can be withdrawn. Deposit free spins offers will vary, some come with wagering

requirements and others won’t.

However, Immortal Romance free spins aren’t only offered as part of welcome offers; they can be

given out as part of other bonuses such as Refer A Friend or Weekly Offers, as well as these they

may also be used as Loyalty/VIP rewards for players who meet certain requirements. Once a player

has met the requirements of whichever offer they are claiming, the free spins should automatically

become available in the Immortal Romance slot game, the amount of time this takes and the

value of the spins will vary between each casino.

Although claiming Immortal Romance free spins is relatively straightforward it is vital that all

players read the terms and conditions fully because they will not be the same for every casino you

visit even if the offer seems identical.

 

How Many Free Spins Can I Get On Immortal Romance?

Most Microgaming supported casino sites will have an Immortal Romance free spins offer,

however, the specifics of each promotion vary depending on the casino's decisions or regular

terms and conditions, such as wagering requirements. Some casinos are more generous than others

but reading the T&Cs is always a good idea.

20 Free Spins

Immortal Romance 20 free spins offers are probably the most common, it is also the offer that is

also the most likely to be a no deposit bonus, which means players will usually only need to sign

up and enter a valid card.

50 Free Spins

When it comes to regular promotions, this kind of offer is very uncommon, however, it is extremely

popular on Immortal Romance. Free spins from this type of offer typically have a value of roughly

£0.10 each. Players can increase the value of free spins but will receive less; for instance, if you

wanted the spins to be worth £1 each, you would receive 5 free spins instead.

100 Free Spins



One of the largest free spins offers for Immortal Romance is 100, but it's important to remember

that, like other casino promotions, these offers most likely will have wagering requirements. This

means that if a player makes a deposit and receives free spins, they must wager their winnings a

set number of times before they may withdraw them. For example, if a player deposits £10 and the

wagering requirements are 20x, they will need to spend £200 before they can withdraw any wins.

It is crucial to make sure you are reading the offer's full terms and conditions before claiming

because these offer restrictions and requirements differ based on the casino site.

 

How to Play Immortal Romance?

Details and RTP

Immortal Romances’ Return To Player percentage is 96.86, but, it has very high volatility so smaller

wins in quick succession are not to be expected. Although this slot game was released in 2011, it

has managed to keep its place as one of the most well-known slot games out there.

How to Play

This is a 5-reel 3-row slot game with over 243 paylines and is very simple to play. Players must first

deposit between 0.30 and 30 or use their free spins, they must then press the spin button, and

players can choose to go into auto spin mode and select between 10 and 25 spins. The aim is to

get three or more in a row, specific symbols to unlock specific features. They have over 10 symbols;

these are; Amber, Troy, Micheal, Sarah, A, K, Q, J, 10, 9, Spellbook, Haunted Castle, Lion Door

Knocker (Scatter) and the Wild (Immortal Romance Logo).

Levels and Values

All symbols in this slot game have different values, N x line bet an amount, and the following

values of the symbols are based on getting 5 in a row; Ace and King x5, Queen and King x4.17, 10

and 9 x3.33, Spellbook x8.33, Haunted Castle x10, Scatter (Lion Door Knocker) x200, Wild x50,

Amber the Witch x11.67, Troy the Young Vampire x13.33, Micheal the 800y/o Vampire 15x and Sarah

the Heroine is x16.67. Simply put, if you entered £10 and matched five Kings, you would receive

£50.

Game Features

This game has a huge range of game features; the Lion Door Knocker unlocks the Chamber Of

Spins, and in this ‘chamber’, each character offers a specific feature. Amber will give you 10 free

spins and 5x multiple, which can be used as soon as you enter the Chamber. The other character

features can only be used after entering a certain amount of times; Troy must be entered at least 5



times, Micheal’s requirement is 10 or more, and Sarah’s is 15 times or more. All of these features

provide multipliers and free spins. If you match 5 Lion Knockers in a row, you will get a 200x stake.

Another feature is the Wild Desire, in which you could receive this bonus at any point in the game

if you match five times, players can receive a 1,500x stake.

 

Immortal Romance on Mobile

Although Immortal Romance does not have its own app, it is playable on Mobile, Tablet and

Desktop. Any mobile-friendly casino that has Microgaming as a gaming software provider will

have Immortal Romance available when playing on their mobile site or app. The great thing about

this slot game and any other slot game being available on mobile is that it can be played on the

go whenever and wherever you desire. Please bear in mind that you must be connected to the

internet, whether it is Wi-Fi or mobile data, in order to play any slot game or on any casino app.

 

You May Also Be Interested In

 Fishin’ Frenzy Free Spins 

 Big Bass Bonanza Free Spins 

 Daily Free Spins 

 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Is it easy to get free spins on Immortal Romance?

Yes, many sites that have Microgaming as a gaming software provider should offer free spins on

this game, as it is their most popular, although these are not as common as some other slot game

promotions, they are worth searching for.

How do you play the Immortal Romance slot game?

Immortal Romance is played like any other slot game, you deposit (between 0.30 and 30 for this

game) and then spin, using autoplay if you wish, the aim is to match 3 symbols or more, the more

symbols you match, the more you win.

What is the Return to Player (RTP) Percentage on Immortal Romance?
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The Return To Player percentage on Immortal Romance is 96.86, which means that if you deposit

£100, you should receive around £96.86 back. Please be sure to research the RTP of any game you

intend to play and ensure that you understand what it means.

 

Conclusion

A thing that is probably clear from this article is that Immortal Romance is one of the most

interesting and popular slot games out there, with its range of features, character stories and top-

quality appearance, it should be an exciting experience all around.
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